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NEWS RELEASE 

New water fed telescopic poles: nLite One 

The most versatile water fed pole system 
 

Solingen/Amsterdam – Presented for the first time at ISSA/Interclean 

four years ago, the nLite water fed pole system has firmly established 

itself on the international cleaning market and set a new benchmark in 

pure water cleaning technology. Unger is now expanding its award-

winning nLite portfolio with another innovation: nLite One telescopic 

water fed poles. 

From now on, professional window cleaners will be able to choose between the 

fast and simple to use nLite One range and the original nLite series, offering all 

benefits of a modular-telescopic design. Now there is a perfect nLite pole 

available for anyone, with many options to select from based on your design 

preference and working reach / rigidity required. 

nLite One 

Designed for cleaning at heights of just over 12 metres, the new nLite One range 

includes selection of Glass Fibre and Carbon Fibre poles in various lengths. Made 

of the same premium materials as the best-selling nLite system, the nLite One 

impresses with its multitude of user-friendly features: 

• Telescopic design allows you to easily extend and collapse the pole or 

adjust its length in seconds 

• Compact size - short collapsed length makes the nLite One Glass Fibre 

poles ideal for ground level work or transportation in smaller vehicles. The 

Glass Fibre mini-pole is perfectly suited for areas with little freedom of 

movement, such as abseiling or cradle work. 
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• The new ergonomic handle with textured surface for reliable grip makes 

work noticeably easier. Designed to sit comfortably in the operator’s hand, 

the handle guarantees secure hold and optimal position for easier brush 

control. Made from thermoplastic rubber, the handle also minimises risk of 

accidental damage to base pole section and features side aperture for the 

hose exit when fitted inside the pole, preventing the hose from bending or 

twisting. 

• Durable clamps for easy and fast one-handed operation, with Unger logo 

shaped screw for adjusting the tension without tools. 

nLite becomes nLite Connect 

The original the award-winning Master and Extension Pole System has a new 

name – nLite Connect. The innovative nLite Connect range utilises both 

telescopic and modular concepts, so you can add on or remove Extension Poles 

to clean at various heights, reaching up to 20 m high - safely and comfortably 

from the ground. 

Crucially, the Extension Poles don’t add anything to the width, grip and feel of 

the Pole which always measures 35mm in diameter – an optimum size that fits 

easily into the hands of the professional for quick and comfortable cleaning. 

The maximum working reach and number of Extension Poles that can be added 

to a Master Pole depends on the pole material, with 6 high quality materials to 

choose from for perfect balance between weight and rigidity: Aluminium, Glass 

Fibre, Hybrid, Carbon, HiModulus and Ultra HiModulus Carbon. 

 

More information: www.ungerglobal.com 

 


